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What color is your planet? 
 Earth is not ‘pale blue dot’- it’s largely  
        covered by a deep blue ocean  
         dark as an asphalt parking lot  
  Earth’s albedo is low because water 

soaks up  93% of the sunlight striking it. 

   Besides warming water, solar heating  

         drives evaporative water loss 

 



      A GLOBAL ECONOMIC PARADOX 
 
  The world loses a ton of water per capita a day 
     to solar evaporation, but water conservation 
          scarcely exists in practice because  

 
 Water is too cheap to conserve! 
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 When water is worth only $50 an acre-foot  
    and cover materials costs thousands of 
dollars an acre, It’s hard to imagine a solution  
 
        Hard, but not impossible –  
 
   Air is cheaper than water and can 
  reduce solar heating & evaporation  
   by brightening water from within.  
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     While deep water is dark as asphalt, its 
reflectivity can be raised by exploiting the 

 refractive index contrast of very small bubbles 
   A liter of water ordinarily dissolves ~20 cc of air,  
   but at ~50 PSI that amount doubles. Releasing the 
    pressure can create a HYDROSOL containing 
    literally trillions of mirror-like microbubbles- just  
    as refractive index contrast makes whitecaps white, 
    tens of grams of air can cool hectares of water by  
             reflecting megawatts of solar energy  
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                   Start                               Stop                   2  minutes later 

   

    WATER  SUPERSATURATED  WITH  COMRESSED AIR     

        BEING  RELEASED THROUGH A VORTEX NOZZLE 

 Making clouds underwater                



  Bright Water works like White Roofs, 
                but on a bigger scale 
              

The global roof supply 
 is  ~ 25 m2 per capita 
  Earth’s hydrosphere is 
 over 1,000 times larger! 
 

  It’s easier & cheaper 
    to brighten one pond 
      than 10,000 roofs 
     



                  
   Geoengineering from the top down 
                         versus    
    Albedo mitigation from the bottom up 
  

Degree of Control                Latitude        Longitude     Time 
 
 Stratospheric Aerosols          Poor           None        Months 
 Marine Cloud Nucleation     Good           Fair           Days 
 Hydrosols                        Excellent     Excellent       Hours 
                                      Control criteria:  
                  Poor >30o  Fair >10o  Good <5o Excellent <1o 

 
                    All climate is local- 
      What if geoengineering were as well?                                                          



 
      Rough water conservation cost per acre-foot  
               
 Roofs and sheds                       $ 200,000 -1,000,000 
 Screen geodesics                          ~ 20,000- 50,000 
 Buoyant geotextiles                         15,000-25,000 
 Snow making                                      1,750-3,500 
 Glass Microballoons ( 3M K-1)          900 – 1,800 
 TiO2 on plastic film                             500 -1,500 
 Ice 911 mulch                                                            ?? 

 Cenospheres                                           150 -350  
 Insulating Pumice                                     50 -150                                                    
 Polymer latex sols                                    10 -100 
 Hydrosols                                          ??      5 - 50  
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 Can interdisciplinary expertise extend microbubble 
lifetimes in hydrosols as well as ice cream and paint?  
 

     Where do natural surfactants come from and what 
     can we do to promote the organisms that make them?  
 
  What makes ocean microbubble lifetimes so variable? 
 
  Some natural microbubbles last for days- can designed 
  latex particles and surfactants yield persistent hydrosols? 

          Can reducing water temperatures temper  
                  the impact of  ocean acidification?  
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Research questions 



Can Sea Ice Be Saved ? 
 
 Floating fabrics threaten marine life ; glass spheres and 

foam particles tend to rapidly raft up and blow ashore 
 
 Hydrosols / latex present no windage and leave open seas   
 
 The reality of Arctic shipping will bring the possibility of 

brightening water at the ice margins to slow summer 
albedo loss and mitigate climate feedback.   

 
 Learning how to address fresh water thermal pollution 

may be a necessary prelude to dealing with Arctic ice.  
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   Some common misconceptions 
 It’ll darken the depths and kill the plankton ! 
    NO  The effect on light of doubling water albedo resembles  
that of a cloudy day- bubbles scatter light down as well as up. 
 
It will turn the ocean into a bubble bath! 
  WRONG     Microbubbles don’t rise in the first place. 
       They create underwater clouds  , not suds on the surface. 
 
You’ll destroy the ozone layer and create a dead sea ! 
    HUH?       This is physics, not atmospheric chemistry. 
 Part-per-million hydrosols scarcely alter air-water equilibrium    
   but  surface cooling can increase available oxygen.   
                  



    What about the RISKS ? 

  
       Impact on phytoplankton of less light : 
  Can be kept within cloud cover variation limits 
 
    Altered photosynthetic compensation depth 
          Plankton move up and down every day  
 
           Surface temperature changes will  
                      alter local ecosystems 
   Yes – But cooling could aid coral conservation 
 
   The greatest moral risk may lie in ignoring 
                our own albedo footprint 



  End of Presentation  

 SOME   Q& A  SLIDES FOLLOW  
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            ENVIRONMENTAL  BENEFITS 

 
                 Increased river flow          
      Extended dry season water supply 
  Cooler water increases available oxygen  
   Reduced methane release & coral stress 
            Conserving wetland habitats 
 Increasing lake area reduces sea level rise 
     Net  reduction  of  atmospheric  CO2  
           No intrinsic ozone layer risk 
No change in solar spectrum-Sky stays blue 
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